Exhibit: 2G
REGARDING THE SITUATION IN OREGON: The BLM's bureaucratic terrorism has finally reached a boiling point. I have been working all day with The Coalition of Western States (C.O.W.S.) and we will have more information for you shortly. Please pray for a peaceful resolution. The Hammonds rejected any help from C.O.W.S. so our vast network of Patriots has out of respect for their wishes not been involved. However, it appears that FBI is trying to impose what amounts to a gag order on politicians, peace officers, pastors, and grassroots leaders who want to see a peaceful end negotiated to this situation. This is unacceptable. The utter failure of the BLM and continuing pattern of abuse throughout the west is what brought about this unfortunate situation. When people feel like there is no remedy for injustice they do desperate things to seek attention and redress. It is interesting to note that the protesters down in Burns did nothing remotely close to the rioting, destruction, and devastation we saw in Ferguson and other cities... something the President said he "understood but did not agree with." I suspect our Sheriff and President Obama will try to once again to paint Constitutionalists as domestic terrorists as part of the President's gun control agenda this week. And therein is the problem. Divisive rhetoric by Obama and our Sheriff (with the only solution seemingly being taking away yet more rights "for our own good") is only going to make the situation worse. Why isn't our Sheriff negotiating or supporting the negotiation of peace? Why is our Sheriff defending federal bureaucrats and not the people? If we want to see America remain America then the BLM and other federal agencies must end their bureaucratic terrorism and the Sheriff must honor his Oath.